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There is nothing like a rush of confidence to fuel the spirit. Associated Industries of Massachusetts
tracks monthly business confidence, with both March and April clocking in just over 60, a reading
consistent with an expansion and positive business conditions. Growth is strong and government
coffers are full. Though conditions are improving, Massachusetts remains behind the United States
on key measures of job openings, workforce recovery, and unemployment.

Small business is always the engine of growth. What do we know right now about the mood of small
business? One place to look is Class B office space. A May 2021 presentation by Newmark
Research to the New England chapter of the Counselors of Real Estate showed the gap between
Class A and Class B office space vacancy being the largest on record, at 550 basis points. Class A
office vacancy was around 10% while Class B was around 15.5%. This tells us that Class A
occupants were able to weather the COVID-19 storm better than Class B occupants, and also
indicates where recovery efforts should be focused. Despite high vacancy, face asking rents for both
Class A and B office remain strikingly similar to pre-COVID levels, though incentives are not
included in these headline rates. Rates and/or overall pricing packages will likely need to be
generous in the near-term to bring the small business community back to Boston’s core CBD.

What about the important CBD retail and restaurant sector? The fear was that many restaurants
would permanently close, and that may in fact be what happened. As of May, 2021, 60% of
restaurants had reopened. The remaining 40%? Restaurant fit-ups are so expensive that it might be
correct to consider these vacant eateries “future restaurants” rather than spaces that will soon be
repurposed as other retail. And speaking of ground level retail, 85% of CBD retailers are again open
indicating that the retail sector was broadly able to hold on or quickly recalibrate with new
occupants.

The last data point worth mentioning is key card usage at Boston CBD office buildings. We are not
back in the office as much as some may believe. In fact, the Newmark Research presentation noted
that anecdotal evidence indicated office key card usage could be as low as 10% of pre-COVID
rates. This reflects a combination of some companies continuing the work from home model through
the summer, and others bringing people back slowly, initially in a hybrid format. Yes, key card usage
rates will grow, likely quickly, but where will they stabilize? Our retail and restaurant brethren would
like to know.
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